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What used to be the largest lake in Texas?

Green Lake  blue ocean  Little Lake
What do you think people will do now that the lake is dry?
Do you think they will ________?
Why would people move away from Green Lake? They would move away because they couldn’t ________. 

- buy onions
- dig holes
- swim any more
What did each boy have to do at Camp Green Lake?

dig a hole  sing a song  swim laps
What was Stanley’s problem? He had to _______.

- eat fast
- take a shower
- make a choice
How did Stanley solve his problem? He chose ________.
What happened first? Next? Last?

People moved away.  The lake went dry.  The judge said Stanley was guilty.

What happened first? Next? Last?

People moved away.  The lake went dry.  The judge said Stanley was guilty.
Who is the main character of this chapter?

the warden  X-Ray  Stanley
What is the main idea of this chapter?
Is it about ________?

Camp Green Lake  jail  sneakers
What is the setting of this chapter?

Camp Green Lake
an amusement park
a boat
Stanley went to Camp Green Lake.
Find another picture of someone at camp.
Which of these is a simile?

big like a bear

a soft cottonball

little pumpkin

Which of these is a simile?

big like a bear

a soft cottonball

little pumpkin
“Imagine being a mouse in a cheese factory.”
What is the mood of this line in a poem?

sad

confused

happy
“Excited, excited. I have a new puppy.”
What is the main idea of this line in a poem?

- a new car
- a new puppy
- a new cat